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Our clinic recently received a call from a media 
company that has been contracting with county 
governments to create video highlights of businesses 
within the county. The caller directed us to our 
own county’s website to see the video promotions 
already filmed and to arrange a fifteen minute call 
with a sales representative.
I generally and respectfully decline offers like these 
as I have neither the time nor the need to spend 
money on advertising. 

Having been in practice 
for close to a dozen years 
and successfully building 
a patient base without 
an advertising budget 
is a testament to word-
of-mouth marketing. 
However, something about 
this opportunity piqued 
my interest so I decided to 
schedule a phone chat.

I was quite impressed with the well-polished and 
personalized presentation. The sales representative 
had me google search our county’s website, 
described the advertising layout, and showed me 
a video from an acupuncture clinic in a different 
state as an example of what our add could look like. 
The sales representative was prepared with the 
knowledge of how long we had been in business, 
our status with the chamber of commerce, as well as 
other details gleamed from our website. Clearly he 
did his homework.
I was a bit turned off by the classic sales technique of 
“you’ll be the exclusive acupuncturist for the county’s 
website” which I find distasteful in how it attempts 
to incite competition within our profession. Although 
I take great pride in what I do, I don’t feel special 
compared to the many friends and colleagues I have 
met through our state acupuncture association. I 
overlooked this, waiting to hear the final sales pitch.
Then came the sticker shock; over $3,000 for a sixty 

second video that was licensed for twelve months 
on the county’s website. A flurry of questions entered 
my mind that compose a case study in critical 
thinking when it comes to determining the value of 
advertising. Let’s start with the obvious, price.
The most I’ve ever spent on advertising is a few 
hundred dollars at one time. This is not to say that 
I don’t continually market my business. Here it is 
helpful to make a distinction between marketing and 
advertising. Marketing need not cost you a penny; 
you could give a talk or volunteer with the local 
chamber of commerce. Or the expense could be 
minimal, such as wearing a shirt around town with 
your clinic name, contact info, and a catch phrase. 
Conversations ensue and it gives an opportunity to 
deliver an elevator speech and hand out a business 
card. I have used all these strategies at one time or 
another.
Conversely, advertising entails some monetary 
investment such as brochures, print mailings, 
phonebook adds, and social media promotions. 
These strategies have merit in that they create 
awareness, but I would argue ours is a profession 
of relationship where a prospective patient needs to 
be drawn to us either by direct interaction with the 
practitioner, clinic staff, or via referral. All this is to say 
that a new practitioner does not have to spend very 
much money to stand out within their community. 
Moreover, spending hundreds or thousands of 
dollars on advertising does not guarantee a full clinic 
- time, patience, and professional integrity do that.
That said, the next logical question for such a high 
price tag is what is the return on investment? My first 
question is who owns the video, a fact undisclosed 
during the sales pitch. The response was “shared 
licensing” by which the media company, upon my 
request, would mail a DVD with the finished video 
for use on my website. The key point here is that this 
was not initially part of the conversation and was a 
bargaining chip reserved by the sales representative 
if and as needed. I have the impression that if I hadn’t 
brought the matter up, neither would have he, or 
perhaps they may have charged for a DVD mailing 
after they had received payment for a completed job.
My next red flag was mention of a twelve month 
license. That’s a not so subtle way of saying you’ll 
need to pay more a year from now if you want 
the video to remain on the county website. At 
this point I made a quick comparison in my mind 
to other advertising opportunities. In the past, a 
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popular advertising opportunity was business card-
sized adds printed around the perimeter of a diner 
placemat. You would pay for a spot and when they 
were all distributed and used, your “license” was up. 
In essence, this video promotion was a much more 
expensive placemat ad.
This led to my next and most important question, 
proof of concept. Do prospective patients look to a 
county’s website to find a practitioner? I asked what 
the click rate was for the promotions already in place. 
The sales representative hesitated a moment, then 
stated that their work was too new to have data on 
yet. My internal dialogue at this juncture: “You want 
me to spend over $3,000 on an unproven form of 
advertising?!” Google has analytics, Facebook can 
target promotions to any number of demographics, 
but what was being proffered here was an overpriced 
video add placed on a questionable marketing 
platform. I say overpriced because one could hire a 
local, professional videographer to create a custom 
video add and have sole and perpetual ownership of 
that video for a fraction of the price.

Word-of-mouth marketing aside, if a prospective 
patient was cold-collecting names of local 
acupuncturists, they are not likely to go to a 
government website. It should be abundantly 
obvious to baby boomers and millennials alike that 
if you wanted to find an acupuncturist you would 
simply Google search “acupuncture” and the name 
of the area of interest or they would visit the website 
of an accrediting organization like the NCCAOMⓇ 
and use their practitioner directory. After that phone 
call I did a quick search to refresh my memory, and 
sure enough, our clinic was still the top entry on 
Google for our area.
I didn’t need to sleep on this deal and knew then 
as I know now that a far better use of time and 
resources should be spent maintaining a user-
friendly website and continually enhancing search 
engine optimization through connection with social 
media, writing blog posts, and having a variety of 
content applicable to a wide audience.

- Brandon LaGreca

https://www.facebook.com/MedicinalRootsMagazine/
https://twitter.com/MedRootsMag
mailto:medicinalrootsmagazine@gmail.com
www.EmpoweredPatientBlog.com
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Shop all our sales today at 

EASTERNCURRENTS.CA/MRM

Over 4,000 quality 
products you can trust

Helpful & friendly 
customer service

We have the products you use in your 
clinic in stock and ready to ship. 
Check out our current specials 

and save up to 20%!

Our knowledgeable and friendly CSAs 
are happy to help you find the 

exact product you need.

Fast & reliable 
shipping

With next-day delivery available, you can 
have your order in your hands faster than 

you can say "moxibustion".

Plus, get free shipping on 
web orders over $200!

Online courses to 
expand your skills

With new courses from Janice 
Walton-Hadlock, Suzanne Robidoux & 
Kiiko Matsumoto, you can earn CEUs 

from wherever you are.

https://www.easterncurrents.ca/landing-pages/MRM
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腎氣丸 Shèn Qì Wán (Kidney 
Qì Pill) is known by many 
names: 八味腎氣丸 Bā 
Wèi Dì Huáng Wán (Eight 
Ingredient Rehmannia Pill), 
八味丸 Bā Wèi Wán (Eight 
Ingredient Pill), and so 
forth. It has a long history.

Over the last 1,800 years, its uses have 
expanded, the theories explaining its structure 
and functions have developed, and doctors 
have derived other important formulas from it.
This essay tracks the developments 
chronologically from the Hàn dynasty through 
the late Míng dynasty.  Translations are my own. 

The first extant description of Shèn Qì Wán is found in 
Jīn Guì Yào Lüè (Essentials of the Golden Cabinet) 
by Zhāng Zhòngjǐng (3rd century CE, Hàn)¹.  Here is 
the original text and recipe:

血痹虛勞病脈證并治第六
Diseases of Blood Bì-Obstruction and  
Deficiency Taxation with Pulses, Symptoms, 
and Treatment, Chapter 6
Line 6.15: 虛勞腰痛，少腹拘急，小便不利
者，八味腎氣丸主之。 
Bā Wèi Shèn Qì Wán (Eight Ingredient 
Kidney Qì Pill) is indicated for someone with  
deficiency taxation, lower back pain,  
hypertonicity of the lesser abdomen, and 
inhibited urination.

¹ 張仲景《金匱要略》漢

The Evolution of 
Shèn Qì Wán
(Kidney Qì Pill)

Lorraine Wilcox, L.Ac.

   PHOTO: Laura Breeden
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腎氣丸方 The Formula for Shèn Qì Wán (Kidney Qì Pill)

乾地黃 gān dì huáng 八兩 eight liǎng

山藥 shān yào 各四兩
four liǎng of each山茱萸 shān zhū yú

澤瀉 zé xiè
各三兩 
three liǎng of each牡丹皮 mǔ dān pí

茯苓 fú líng

桂枝 guì zhī 各一兩 
one liǎng of each附子 fù zǐ 炮 blast-fried

上八味末之，煉蜜和丸梧子大，酒下十五丸，加至二十五丸，日再服。
Powder the above eight ingredients. Blend with processed honey and make pills the size of wú 
tóng zǐ (about 0.6-0.9 centimeters in diameter). Swallow fifteen pills with liquor, increasing up to 
twenty-five pills. Take them twice a day. 

Shèn Qì Wán is mentioned in three additional lines 
of Jīn Guì Yào Lüè, translated below:

痰飲咳嗽病脈證并治第十二
Diseases of Phlegm-Rheum and Cough with 
Pulses, Symptoms, and Treatment, Chapter 12

Line 12.17: 夫短氣有微飲，當從小便去之，苓
桂朮甘湯主之；方見上。腎氣丸亦主之。
Líng Guì Zhú Gān Tāng (Poria, Cinnamon 
Twig, White Atractylodes, and Licorice 
Decoction) is indicated for shortness of breath 
with slight rheum; the rheum should be 
removed through urination; for the formula, see 
above. Shèn Qì Wán (Kidney Qì Pill) is also 
indicated for this. 

In Line 12.17, Líng Guì Zhú Gān Tāng is the primary 
formula, but Shèn Qì Wán can also be used. We 
will ignore Líng Guì Zhú Gān Tāng in this essay. 
However, this line tells us that Shèn Qì Wán can 
treat shortness of breath when there is a small  
accumulation of turbid fluids.

消渴小便利淋病脈證并治第十三
Diseases of Dispersion-Thirst and Dribbling 
Urination with Pulses, Symptoms, and 
Treatment, Chapter 13

Line 13.3: 男子消渴，小便反多，以飲一斗，
小便一斗，腎氣丸主之。

Shèn Qì Wán (Kidney Qì Pill) is indicated for 
males with dispersion-thirst when urination is 
repeated and copious; when he drinks one 
dòu, he urinates one dòu.
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婦人雜病脈證并治第二十二
Miscellaneous Diseases in Women with 
Pulses, Symptoms, and Treatment, Chapter 22 
Line 22:19: 問曰：婦人病，飲食如故，煩熱不
得臥，而反倚息者，何也？師曰：此名轉胞，
不得溺也。以胞系了戾，故致此病，但利小便
則愈，宜腎

氣丸主之。
Someone asked: What is it when a female 
patient whose eating and drinking are 
unaffected has vexation heat, inability to sleep, 
and contrary incline breathing? The Teacher 
said: This is named shifted bladder² and she 
is unable to urinate. Rotation of the bladder 
attachment is the reason for this disease. Just 
disinhibit urine and she will recover. Shèn Qì 
Wán (Kidney Qì Pill) is indicated for it.

The various indications and conditions from Jīn Guì Yào Lüè are summarized in the table below:

Line 6.15 Line 12.17 Line 13.3 Line 22.19

Gender Either Either Male Female

Urination Inhibited 
urination

Rheun is removed 
through urination

urination is 
repeated and 
copious

Unable to urinate, shift-
ed bladder, rotation of 
the bladder attachment

Upper Jiāo
Shortness of 
breath, slight 
rheum

Middle Jiāo

Lower Jiāo
Lower back pain, 
hypertonicity of 
lesser abdomen

Systemic Deficiency 
taxation Dispersion-thirst

Many indications are listed in these four lines, including systemic conditions and symptoms of the 
upper and lower jiāo. However, the unifying factor is that urination is involved in all. This makes sense 
for a medicine called Kidney Qì Pill. Note that reproductive or sexual disorders are not mentioned, even 
though they also correspond to kidney problems.

²Shifted bladder, in this context, is a condition of preg-
nancy “when the enlarged uterus displaces the blad-
der, causing difficulty in urination.” (Wiseman transla-
tion of Jīn Guì Yào Lüè, page 556)
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In Zhǒu Hòu Bèi Jí Fāng,³ the formula is called 
Bā Wèi Shèn Qì Wán and the proportions of the 
ingredients are different.⁴  

乾地黃 gān dì huáng 四兩 four liǎng
茯苓 fú líng

各二兩 two liǎng of 
each

薯蕷 shǔ yù
桂 guì
牡丹 mǔ dān
山茱萸 shān zhū yú
附子 fù zǐ

一兩 one liǎng
澤瀉 zé xiè

搗蜜丸，如梧子，服七丸，日三，加
至十丸。 
Pound into honey pills the size of wú tóng zǐ 
(about 0.6-0.9 centimeters in diameter). Take 
seven pills, three times a day, increasing up to 
ten pills.

³ 葛洪《肘後備急方》東晉 Zhǒu Hòu Bèi Jí Fāng (Emer-
gency Prescriptions to Keep Up Your Sleeve) is by Gé 
Hóng (published circa 341, Eastern Jìn). This passage is 
found in Volume 4 in the section on formulas for deficiency, 
emaciation, and inability to work (治虛損羸瘦不堪勞動方第
三十三).

⁴ All the recipes in this essay call for pills the size of wú 
tóng zǐ (about 0.6-0.9 centimeters in diameter), so each pill 
should hold about the same weight of herbs. Therefore, the 
number of pills taken per day determines the daily dosage. 
The formula in Zhǒu Hòu Bèi Jí Fāng makes a smaller 
batch and so would make fewer pills because the total 
weight of all the herbs is less than in the other recipes. The 
importance of the weight of each herb is in the internal bal-
ance or proportions within the formula. The proportions in 
Zhǒu Hòu Bèi Jí Fāng are different from those in the other 
books. For a comparison of proportions and dosages, see 
the table in the discussion at the end of this paper.

⁵ In Sūn Sīmiǎo’s version below, this phrase reads “大渴
欲飲水 strong thirst with desire to drink water.” 傷 injury is 
probably a typo for 渴 thirst.

⁶ This variation is generally called 加減八味丸 Jiā Jiǎn Bā 
Wèi Wán (Eight Ingredient Variant Pill). It is unclear who 
originally said this. This variation is not found in the extant 
version of Jīn Guì Yào Lüè.

此是張仲景八味腎氣丸方，療虛勞
不足，大傷飲水，腰痛，小腹急，小
便不利，又云長服，即去附子，加五
味子，治大風冷。
This is the Bā Wèi Shèn Qì Wán formula of 
Zhāng Zhòngjǐng. It treats deficiency taxation 
and insufficiency with great injury,⁵ drinking 
water [thirst], lower back pain, tension of the 
lower abdomen, and inhibited urination. It is 
also said that if taken for a long time, remove 
the fù zǐ and add in wǔ wèi zǐ.⁶ It treats strong 
wind and cold.

Most of the symptoms listed here are also found 
in the four lines of Jīn Guì Yào Lüè. However, a 
modification is listed if the formula is to be taken for 
a long time, as fù zǐ toxicity is a concern.
The next occurrence of Shèn Qì Wán that we will 
examine is in the section on formulas for the kidneys 
in Volume 19 of Bèi Jí Qiān Jīn Yào Fāng (Essential 
Prescriptions for Emergencies Worth a Thousand 
Pieces of Gold) by Sūn Sīmiǎo (652, Táng).⁷ 

The ingredients are the same as in Jīn Guì Yào Lüè 
but the dosage for guì xīn and fù zǐ is doubled. The 
indications are almost a direct quotation from Zhǒu 
Hòu Bèi Jí Fāng. A couple of variations for the pill 
are mentioned.
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八味腎氣丸 Bā Wèi Shèn Qì Wán (Eight Ingredient Kidney Qì Pill)

治虛勞不足，大渴欲飲水，腰痛，小腹拘急，小便不利方。
The formula treats deficiency taxation and insufficiency, strong thirst with desire to drink water, low 

back pain, hypertonicity of the lower abdomen, and inhibited urination.

地黃 dì huáng 八兩 eight liǎng

茱萸 zhū yú 各四兩
four liǎng of each山藥 shān yào

丹皮 dān pí
各三兩 
three liǎng of each茯苓 fú líng

澤瀉 zé xiè
桂心 guì xīn 各二兩 

two liǎng of each附子 fù zǐ

上八味為末，蜜丸如梧子大，酒服十五丸，日三，加至二十五丸。
Powder the above eight ingredients. Make honey pills the size of wú tóng zǐ (about 0.6-0.9 centimeters 
in diameter). Take fifteen pills with liquor, three times a day. Gradually increase up to twenty-five pills. 

仲景云︰常服去附子，加五味子。姚公云︰加五味子三兩，蓯蓉四兩。張文仲加五味子、蓯蓉各四
兩。《肘後方》用地黃四兩，澤瀉、附子各一兩，餘各二兩。
Zhāng Zhòngjǐng said: Remove the fù zǐ if taken often, and add wǔ wèi zǐ.⁸  Yáo Gōng said: Add 
three liǎng of wǔ wèi zǐ and four liǎng of cōng róng. Zhāng Wénzhòng⁹ added four liǎng each of wǔ 
wèi zǐ and cōng róng. Zhǒu Hòu Fāng (Prescriptions to Keep Up Your Sleeve) uses four liǎng of dì 
huáng, one liǎng each of zé xiè and fù zǐ, and two liǎng each of the rest of the ingredients.¹⁰

⁸ This is the same modification given in Zhǒu Hòu Bèi 
Jí Fāng. However, there it was not clearly attributed to 
Zhāng Zhòngjǐng. It is not found in the extant version 
of Jīn Guì Yào Lüè.

⁹ Zhāng Wénzhòng was a Táng dynasty doctor and 
author. The identity of Yáo Gōng is currently unknown.

¹⁰  See above for the text of Zhǒu Hòu Bèi Jí Fāng.

¹¹  孫思邈《千金翼方‧卷第十五‧補益》唐 Qiān Jīn Yì 
Fāng (Supplement to Formulas Worth a Thousand 
Pieces of Gold) by Sūn Sīmiǎo (682, Táng), in Volume 
15 on Supplementing and Boosting.

¹²《太平惠民和劑局方‧卷之五‧治諸虛》宋 Tàipíng Huì 
Mín Hé Jì Jú Fāng was updated several times so its 
dates are 1078-1110 (Sòng). Because the name of the 
book is so long, people often refer to it as the Jú Fāng 
(Official Formulary). The text here comes from Volume 
5, Treating Various Deficiencies.

In Sūn’s later book, Qiān Jīn Yì Fāng,¹¹ there is 
another variation in the proportions of the herbs 
and the number of pills to be taken per day. Fewer 
pills are prescribed per day but we are told that the 
formula may be taken for a long time. (See the table 
at the end of this paper for details of proportions 
and dosage.) No specific indications were given in 
Qiān Jīn Yì Fāng, but the formula was listed under 
the heading of pills and powders to supplement 
deficiency.

Tàipíng Huì Mín Hé Jì Jú Fāng (Imperial Grace 
Formulary of the Tài Píng Era)¹² was compiled by 
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八味丸 Bā Wèi Wán (Eight Ingredient Pill)

治腎氣虛乏，下元冷憊，臍腹疼痛，夜多漩溺，腳膝緩弱，肢體倦怠，面色黧黑，不思飲食。又治腳
氣上沖，少腹不仁，及虛勞不足，渴欲飲水，腰重疼痛，少腹拘急，小便不利；或男子消渴，小便反

多；婦人轉胞，小便不通，並宜服之。
Treats kidney qì deficiency when the lower origin is cold and exhausted, with pain of the umbilicus 
and abdomen, copious nighttime urination, slack weak legs and knees, worn out body, dark facial 
complexion, and no thought of food or drink. It also treats leg qì surging upward with numbness of 

the lesser abdomen as well as deficiency taxation and insufficiency, thirst with desire to drink water, 
heaviness and pain of the lower back, hypertonicity of the lesser abdomen, and inhibited urination; 
or males with dispersion-thirst when urination is repeated and copious; females with shifted bladder 

and urinary stoppage. It is suitable to treat all of this.

牡丹皮 mǔ dān pí
各三兩
three liǎng of each白茯苓 bái fú líng

澤瀉 zé xiè

熟乾地黃 shú gān dì huáng 八兩 eight liǎng
山茱萸 shān zhū yú 各四兩

four liǎng of each山藥 shān yào

附子 fù zǐ 炮，去皮、臍 blast-fry; remove the 
skin and umbilicus 各二兩 

two liǎng of each肉桂 ròu guì 去粗皮 remove the coarse skin
上為末。煉蜜丸如梧桐子大。每服十五丸至二十五丸，溫酒下，空心，食前，日二服。
Powder the above. Make into pills the size of wú tóng zǐ (about 0.6-0.9 centimeters in 
diameter) with processed honey. Each dose is fifteen pills up to twenty-five pills, swallowed 
before eating with warm liquor on an empty stomach. Take it twice a day.

久服壯元陽，益精髓，活血駐顏，強志輕身。
Taking it for a long time invigorates original yáng, boosts jīng-essence and marrow, enlivens 
blood, preserves the facial complexion, strengthens the zhì-will, and lightens the body.

the Sòng Imperial Medical Bureau. It fills out the 
clinical picture a lot, providing additional symptoms, 
a name for the pattern, and a brief discussion of its 
functions. This passage contains the first explicit 
mention of yáng associated with the formula. It also 
says that this formula benefit jīng-essence, marrow, 

blood, and the zhì-will. Note that for the first time, 
this recipe specifies 熟乾地黃 shú gān dì huáng, 
not simply 乾地黃 gān dì huáng or 地黃 dì huáng. 
Besides the newer information, Jú Fāng echoes the 
indications mentioned by Jīn Guì Yào Lüè, Zhǒu 
Hòu Bèi Jí Fāng, and Qiān Jīn Fāng. 
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地黃丸 Dì Huáng Wán (Rehmannia Pill)

治腎怯失音，囟開不合，神不足，目中白睛多，面色㿠白等方。
Treats kidney timidity with loss of voice, unclosed fontanels, insufficiency of shén-spirit, a lot of the 

whites of the eyes [showing], pale white facial complexion, and so forth.

熟地黃 shú dì huáng 八錢 eight qián

山萸肉 shān yú ròu 各四錢
four qián of each乾山藥 gān shān yào

澤瀉 zé xiè
各三錢
three qián of each牡丹皮 mǔ dān pí

白茯苓 bái fú líng 去皮 remove the skin

上為末，煉蜜丸，如梧子大，空心，溫水化下三丸。
Powder the above. Make into pills the size of wú tóng zǐ (about 0.6-0.9 centimeters in 
diameter) with processed honey. Take on an empty stomach by dissolving three pills in 
warm water and swallowing it.

During the Míng dynasty, Zhào Xiànkě explained Qián Yǐ’s concept for this modification¹⁴: 

錢氏減桂附，名曰六味地黃丸，以治小兒。以小兒純陽，故減桂附。
Master Qián removed guì and fù and named it Liù Wèi Dì Huáng Wán (Six Ingredient 
Rehmannia Pill) in order to treat children. He took children as pure yáng, so he removed guì 
and fù.

Today, this variant formula is commonly used for 
adults (especially older people), but it is important 
to note that Qián was a pediatrician. It is generally 
agreed that children are relatively yáng and easily 
develop high fevers, so removing the two hot 
ingredients makes theoretical sense. However, the 
symptoms listed by Qián are quite cold and deficient, 
a far cry from today’s common usage of Liù Wèi Dì 
Huáng Wán for yīn deficiency. Liù Wèi Dì Huáng 
Wán itself has given birth to many variant formulas, 
but they will not be discussed in this essay.

No specific indications were given for Bā Wèi Wán 

in Pǔ Jì Běn Shì Fāng (Formulas for Universal 
Relief) by Xǔ Shūwēi (1132, Southern Sòng)¹⁵,  but 
the formula is found in Volume 6 under the title of 
Various Types of Cough, Deficiency Sweating, 
and Dispersion-Thirst. The dosage of the two hot 
herbs is even higher. More specific directions are 
given for the processing of each herb. Some food 
contraindications are listed.
¹⁴ 趙獻可《醫貫•卷之四•先天要論上》明 Yī Guàn 
(Thorough Knowledge of Medicine) by Zhào Xiànkě 
(1617, Míng). For more discussion from this book, see 
below.

¹⁵ 許叔微《普濟本事方•卷第六•諸嗽虛汗消渴》南宋
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八味腎氣丸 Bā Wèi Shèn Qì Wán (Eight Ingredient Kidney Qì Pill)

乾地黃 gān dì huáng
酒洒，九蒸九曝，焙 
sprinkle with liquor, steam nine times 
and sun-dry nine times, stone-bake

秤半斤 weigh a half 
jīn¹⁶

山藥 shān yào 四兩 four liǎng

茯苓 fú líng 去皮 remove the skin

各三兩
three liǎng of each

牡丹皮 mǔ dān pí

附子 fù zǐ
炮，去皮臍 
blast-fried, remove the skin and umbili-
cus

桂心 guì xīn 不見火 don’t expose it to fire

澤瀉 zé xiè 四兩 four liǎng

山茱萸 shān zhū yú 連核 including the kernel 五兩 five liǎng

上細末，煉蜜丸如梧子大，酒下二三十丸。忌豬肉、冷水、蕪荑、胡荽。
Make the above into fine powder. Make pills the size of wú tóng zǐ (about 0.6-0.9 centimeters 
in diameter) with processed honey. Swallow twenty or thirty pills with liquor. Avoid pork, 
cold water, wú yí (elm cakes), and hú suī (coriander).

Another variation that is still common today was 
developed in Jì Shēng Fāng (Formulas to Aid Life) 
by Yán Yònghé (1267, Sòng).¹⁷ In the section on 
water swelling (in Volume 4), chē qián zǐ and chuān 
niú xī are added to the other eight herbs.

¹⁶ One jīn equals sixteen liǎng so half a jīn is the 
equivalent of eight liǎng.

¹⁷ 嚴用和《濟生方‧水腫門》宋
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加味腎氣丸 Jiā Wèi Shèn Qì Wán (Modified Kidney Qì Pill)

治腎虛腰重腳腫，小便不利。
Treats kidney deficiency with heaviness of the low back, swelling of the legs, and inhibited urination.

附子 fù zǐ 炮 blast-fried 二兩 two liǎng

白茯苓 bái fú líng 去皮 remove the skin

各一兩
one liǎng of each

澤瀉 zé xiè

山茱萸 shān zhū yú 取肉 keep the flesh

山藥 shān yào 炒 stir-fried

車前子 chē qián zǐ 酒蒸 steamed in liquor

牡丹皮 mǔ dān pí 去木 remove the woody part

官桂 guān guì 不見火 don’t expose it to fire
各半兩
a half liǎng of each川牛膝 chuān niú xī 去蘆，酒浸 remove the neck, soak in 

liquor

熟地黃 shú dì huáng

上為細末，煉蜜為丸，如梧桐子大，每服七十丸，空心。米飲下。
Make the above into coarse powder. Make into pills the size of wú tóng zǐ (about 0.6-0.9 
centimeters in diameter) with processed honey. Each dose is seventy pills, taken on an 
empty stomach. Swallow with rice drink (mǐ yǐn).¹⁸ 

After this, people differentiated this variation from 
the original pill by naming them 濟生腎氣丸Jì Shēng 
Shèn Qì Wán (Kidney Qì Pill from Jì Shēng Fāng) 
and 金匱腎氣丸Jīn Guì Shèn Qì Wán (Kidney Qì Pill 
from Jīn Guì Yào Lüè). Bensky writes that Jì Shēng 
Shèn Qì Wán has a stronger effect on the waterways 
and is often prescribed for edema (page 278). 
By the time we arrive at the Míng dynasty, Liù Wèi 
Dì Huáng Wán had become popular for adults. In 
fact, in Xuē Jǐ’s and Zhāng Jièbīn’s works, Bā Wèi 

Wán seems to be viewed as a variation of Liù Wèi 
Wán. For example, in Nèi Kē Zhāi Yào (Summary of 
Internal Medicine) by Xuē Jǐ (1548, Míng),¹⁹  Bā Wèi 
Wán is described as “Liù Wèi Wán adding one liǎng 
each of ròu guì and fù zǐ.” Many of the symptoms 
listed for Liù Wèi Wán correspond to yīn deficiency 
with heat.

¹⁸This may indicate rice soup.

¹⁹ 薛己《内科摘要》明
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六味丸 Liù Wèi Wán (Six Ingredient Pill)
一名地黃丸，一名腎氣丸

other names are Dì Huáng Wán (Dì Huáng Pill) and Shèn Qì Wán 
(Kidney Qì Pill)

治腎經不足，發熱作渴，小便淋秘，氣壅痰嗽，頭目眩暈，眼花耳聾，咽燥舌痛，齒牙不固，腰腿痿
軟，自汗盜汗，便血諸血，失音，水泛為痰，血虛發熱等症。其功不能盡述。

Treats insufficiency of the kidney channel with fever that leads to thirst, dribbling tight urination, qì 
obstruction with phlegmy cough, dizzy head and eyes, blurred vision, deafness, dry throat, painful 
tongue, teeth not firm, weak atrophied low back and legs, spontaneous sweating, night sweating, 
blood in the stool, various types of bleeding, loss of voice, water flooding and becoming phlegm, 

blood deficiency fevers, and similar symptoms. Its effects cannot be completely recounted [because 
there are too many].

熟地黃 shú dì huáng 杵膏 pestle into paste 八兩 eight liǎng

山茱萸肉 shān zhū yú ròu 各四兩
four liǎng of each乾山藥 gàn shān yào

牡丹皮 mǔ dān pí

各三兩
three liǎng of each白茯苓 bái fú líng

澤瀉 zé xiè

上各另為末，和地黃加煉蜜，丸桐子大，每服七八十丸，空心食前，滾湯下。
Powder each of the above separately. Blend with the dì huáng and add honey to make pills 
the size of wú tóng zǐ (about 0.6-0.9 centimeters in diameter). Each dose is seventy or 
eighty pills, taken on an empty stomach before eating. Swallow them with boiled water.

八味丸 Bā Wèi Wán (Eight Ingredient Pill)

治命門火衰，不能生土，以致脾胃虛寒，飲食少思，大便不實，臍腹疼痛，夜多漩溺等症。
Treats debilitated mìng mén fire with inability to engender earth. This results in deficiency cold of 
the spleen and stomach, decreased thought of food and drink, stool that is not solid, pain of the 

umbilicus and abdomen, copious nighttime urination, and similar symptoms.

即六味丸加肉桂、附子各一兩。
This means Liù Wèi Wán adding one liǎng each of ròu guì and fù zǐ.
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Here we can clearly see the dichotomy of Liù Wèi 
Wán for yīn deficiency and Bā Wèi Wán for yáng 
deficiency, as is common in modern use. Also note, 
this is the first mention of spleen, stomach, and 
earth element as a region treated by Bā Wèi Wán. 
There were no symptoms of the middle jiāo listed 
in Jīn Guì Yào Lüè. Before this, only Jú Fāng listed 
anything to do with the spleen, and that was just the 
one symptom of “no thought of food or drink.”
Guiding fire back to its source (引火歸原) or guiding 
fire back to its origin (引火歸元) is a concept 
associated with Bā Wèi Wán. This phrase seems 
to have been first used by Zhāng Jièbīn in Jǐng Yuè 
Quán Shū (Complete Writings of Zhāng Jǐngyuè) 
(1624, Míng).²⁰ The phrase remained popular with 
warm supplementation doctors who came after, 

such as Zhào Xiànkě. It describes a function of 
certain hot herbs such as ròu guì and fù zǐ (as 
well as formulas that contain these herbs, such as 
Bā Wèi Wán). Guiding fire back to its source is a 
therapeutic principle for true cold and false heat with 
symptoms of yáng or heat rising to the upper body. 
The heat is due to unanchored yáng floating up or 
weak displaced yáng being forced upward - yáng 
deficiency can allow water to flood in, pushing the 
weakened yáng upward.
Volume 7 of Jǐng Yuè Quán Shū, Zhāng recommends 
大補元煎 Dà Bǔ Yuán Jiān, 右歸飲 Yòu Guī Yǐn, 
and/or 崔氏八味丸 Cuī Shì Bā Wèi Wán (another 
name for Jīn Guì Bā Wèi Wán) to guide fire back to 
its origin. Zhāng gives the recipe for Cuī Shì Bā Wèi 
Wán in Volume 53 of Jǐng Yuè Quán Shū:

崔氏八味地黃丸
Cuī Shì Bā Wèi Dì Huáng Wán (Master Cuī’s²¹ Eight Ingredient 

Rehmannia Pill)

治命門火衰，不能生土，以致脾胃虛寒，飲食少思，大便不實，或下元冷憊，臍腹疼痛等證。 王太
僕曰︰益火之源以消陰翳，即此謂也。 即前六味地黃丸加肉桂、製附子各一兩。

Treats debilitated mìng mén fire with inability to engender earth. This results in deficiency cold of the 
spleen and stomach, decreased thought of food and drink, stool that is not solid; or coldness and 
exhaustion of the lower origin with pain of the umbilicus and abdomen, and similar symptoms.²²  

Wáng Tàipú²³ said: “Boost the source of fire to disperse yīn screens,” meaning this. 

This indicates the above formula, Liù Wèi Dì Huáng Wán, adding one liǎng each of ròu guì 
and processed fù zǐ.

²⁰ 張介賓《景岳全書》明

²¹It is currently unclear who Master Cuī was. A Master 
Cuī Zhītī (崔知梯) contributed many formulas to 《外
台秘要》Wài Tái Mì Yào. Bā Wèi Wán is found in Vol-
ume 18 of Wài Tái Mì Yào, but there, it is attributed to 
Zhāng Zhòngjǐng, so it is probably not this Master Cuī.

²² Up to this point, this is almost an exact quotation 
from Xuē Jǐ.

²³ Wáng Tàipú is another name for 王冰 Wáng Bīng 
(Táng).

Cuī Shì Bā Wèi Dì Huáng Wán is simply another 
name for Bā Wèi Wán. It was included using this 
name in the Sòng dynasty revision of Jīn Guì Yào 
Lüè under formulas appended to the chapter on wind-
stroke and joint running (中風歷節病脈證並治第五). 
There, it says it treats Hong Kong leg ascending to 
enter the lesser abdomen with numbness (治香港腳
上入少腹不仁). 
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Zhāng Jièbīn’s description of Bā Wèi Dì Huáng 
Wán is quite similar to Xuē Jǐ’s. They both were 
instrumental in developing the school of warm 
supplementation (溫補派) as was the next doctor, 
Zhào Xiànkě.
A major discussion of Bā Wèi Wán is found in Yī 
Guàn (Thorough Knowledge of Medicine) by Zhào 
Xiànkě (1617, Míng).²⁴ 
In his explanation for vomiting blood (Volume 3 of Yī 
Guàn), Zhào wrote:

又有一等真陰失守，命門火衰，火
不歸元，水盛而逼其浮游之火於
上，上焦咳嗽氣喘，惡熱面紅，嘔吐
痰涎、出血，此系假陽之證。須用八
味地黃，引火歸元。
There is another kind [of vomiting blood], which 
is true yīn failing in its duty so mìng mén fire 
becomes debilitated and fire does not return 
to its origin. Water flourishes and compels the 
fire to float upward. The upper jiāo has cough, 
shortness of breath, aversion to heat, and red 
face, with vomiting of phlegm and blood. This 
is connected to a pattern of false yáng. One 
must use Bā Wèi Dì Huáng Wán to guide fire 
back to its origin. 

This describes the mechanism by which minister fire 
can flare upward and cause heat symptoms in the 
upper jiāo. Many today would read these symptoms 
as a pattern of yīn deficiency fire and be horrified 
at the idea of prescribing Bā Wèi Wán. However, it 
is easy to see that if this disease mechanism exists 
in a patient, herbs to supplement kidney yīn would 
only increase the ‘water flourishing and compelling 
the fire to float upward.’ Careful diagnosis is needed 
and a simplified understanding of the formulas could 
result in harm to a patient.
One could also use this idea to understand Line 
22:19 of Jīn Guì Yào Lüè in which the patient has 
vexation heat, inability to sleep, and respiratory 
distress, symptoms of heat in the upper jiāo.
Zhào provides the recipe and further discussion in 
Volume 4.

²⁴ 趙獻可《醫貫•卷之四•先天要論上》明
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八味丸 Bā Wèi Wán (Eight Ingredient Pill)
治命門火衰，不能生土，以致脾胃虛寒，飲食少思，大便不實。或下元衰憊，臍腹疼痛，夜多溲溺等證。
Treats debilitated mìng mén fire with inability to engender earth. This results in deficiency cold of the 
spleen and stomach, decreased thought of food and drink, stool that is not solid.  Or the lower origin 

is debilitated and exhausted with pain of the umbilicus and abdomen, copious nighttime urination, 
and similar symptoms.

熟地黃 shú dì huáng

用真生，懷慶酒洗淨，浸一宿，柳木甑，砂鍋上
蒸半日，曬乾，再蒸再曬，九次為度，臨用搗膏
Wash the genuine unprocessed product in 
liquor from Huáiqìng and soak overnight. 
Put in a willow wood steamer and steam it 
for a half day in a clay pot. Dry in the sun. 
Steam again and sun-dry again for [a total 
of] nine times as the goal. Near the time of 
use, pound it into a paste.

八兩 eight liǎng

山藥 shān yào 四兩 four liǎng

山茱萸肉 shān zhū yú ròu 四兩 four liǎng

丹皮 dān pí 三兩 three liǎng

白茯苓 bái fú líng 三兩 three liǎng

澤瀉 zé xiè 三兩 three liǎng

肉桂 ròu guì 一兩 one liǎng

附子 fù zǐ 一兩 one liǎng

製附子法：附子重一兩三四錢，有蓮花瓣，頭圓底平者佳，備童便五六碗，浸五七日，候透潤，揭皮切作四
塊，仍浸三四日，用粗紙數層包之，浸濕煨灰火中。取出切片，查看有白星者，仍用新瓦上炙熱，至無星為
度，如急欲用，即切大片，用童便煮三四沸，熱瓦上炮熟用之。
Method for preparing fù zǐ: Weigh out thirteen or fourteen qián of fù zǐ. Ones that have lotus 
petal (lián huā bàn) shape with a round head and flat base are good. Have five or six cups 
of child’s urine (tóng biàn) ready. Soak the fù zǐ for five or six days. Wait for the moisture to 
penetrate. Take off the skin and cut [each one] into four pieces. Soak for three or four more 
days. Wrap it in several layers of coarse paper. Soak to moisten it and roast it in the ashes 
of a fire. Take it out and slice it. Check for those that have white ‘stars.’ Further broil them 
on a new tile until there are no white ‘stars’ as the goal. If you want to use them quickly, cut 
big slices and boil them in child’s urine for three or four boilings. Blast-fry them on a hot tile 
until they are cooked and they are ready for use.²⁶ 

²⁵ These sentences are taken directly from Xuē Jǐ or 
Zhāng Jièbīn.

²⁶ Yī Guàn does not give directions for making the pills 
or the daily dosage.
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Zhào went on to discuss the formula and a number 
of its modifications. He felt that many people who 
modified it “had no idea of the original intention of 
the formula (皆不知立方本意也).”
Later in Yī Guàn, Zhào explained his understanding 
of Bā Wèi Wán.

八味丸說
Bā Wèi Wán (Eight Ingredient Pill) Theory
君子觀象於坎，而知腎中具水火之
道焉。夫一陽居於二陰為坎，此人
生與天地相似也。今人入房盛而陽
事易舉者，陰虛火動也。陽事先痿
者，命門火衰也。真水竭則隆冬不
寒，真火息則盛夏不熱。
The superior person observes the images²⁷  
within kǎn and realizes that the kidneys 
possess the dào of water and fire within them. 
Whatever way you look at it, one yáng [line] 
residing within two yīn [lines] is kǎn. This is 
human life ‘resembling heaven and earth.’²⁸  
When people today enter the bedroom 
enthusiastically, their yáng thing [the penis] is 
easily aroused, and yīn deficiency fire stirs. If 
the yáng thing becomes wilted [impotence], 
mìng mén fire is debilitated. When true water 
is exhausted, midwinter is not cold; when true 
fire ceases, midsummer is not hot. 

In the Míng dynasty and after, the two yīn lines of kǎn 
were viewed as the two physical kidneys or kidney 
yīn. The one yáng line was seen as mìng mén fire 
or kidney yáng. “When true water is exhausted, 
midwinter is not cold” refers to yīn deficiency fire 
and people with excessive sex drive. “When true 
fire ceases, midsummer is not hot” refers to debility 
of mìng mén fire and impotence. In other words, 
the seasons of the human body are totally out of 
balance.

是方也，熟地、山萸、丹皮、澤瀉、山
藥、茯苓，皆濡潤之品，所以能壯水
之主。肉桂、附子，辛潤之物，能於
水中補火，所以益火之原。水火得
其養，則腎氣復其天矣。益火之原，
以消陰翳，即此方也。蓋益脾胃而
培萬物之母，其利溥矣。
In this formula, shú dì, shān yú, dān pí, zé 
xiè, shān yào, and fú líng are all moist items; 
because of this, they govern the ability to 
strengthen water. Ròu guì and fù zǐ are acrid 
moist items; they can supplement the fire that 
is within water; because of this they boost the 
source of fire. When water and fire receive their 
nourishment, kidney qì recovers its inherent 
nature. Boosting the source of fire disperses 
yīn screens. That is what this formula is about. 
It undoubtedly boosts the spleen-stomach 
and banks up the mother of the ten-thousand 
things [earth]; the benefits are vast.

Surprisingly, Zhào states that ròu guì and fù zǐ are 
acrid moist items. One might easily consider them 
drying, but they must be less so than herbs like 乾
薑 gān jiāng. Being somewhat moist, they may have 
more of an affinity for the kidneys, the water zàng.

²⁷  象 xiàng image is an important concept in the  
theories of 《易經》 Yì Jīng (Change Classic). Ancient 
doctors, including Zhào, frequently used Change  
Theory to explain medicine.

²⁸  “與天地相似，故不違。 There is a resemblance [of 
humans] with heaven and earth so there are no  
exceptions.” 《繫辭傳》 Xì Cí Zhuàn, Volume 1
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DISCUSSION
Some classical (經方) practitioners believe these 
later developments are unnecessary and detract 
from the original formula, while others feel that they 
improve the understanding and usage. This essay 
does not engage in that debate. It simply tracks the 

developments chronologically from the Hàn dynasty 
through the late Míng dynasty without judgment. 
The table below outlines the variant names given 
for each ingredient, the proportion of each herb, and 
the daily dosage of pills in different books. Variant 
formulas are not included.

Proportions and Alternate Names of Ingredients, Daily Dosage of 
Bā Wèi Wán

Book dì 
huáng

shān 
yào

shān 
zhū yú zé xiè mǔ dān 

pí fú líng guì fù zǐ daily 
dose

Jīn Guì gān dì 
huáng

shān 
yào 4 3 3 3 guì zhī 

1 1 15-25, 
2x

Zhǒu 
Hòu²⁹

gān dì 
huáng shǔ yù 4 2 mǔ dān 

4 4 4 2 7-10, 
3x

Qiān 
Jīn

dì 
huáng

shān 
yào

zhū yú
4 3 dān pí 

3 3 guì xīn 
2 2 15-25, 

3x

Qiān 
Jīn Yì

gān dì 
huáng shǔ yù 4 2 3 3 guì xīn 

2 2 7-10, 
3x

Jú 
Fāng

shú 
gān dì 
huáng

shān 
yào 4 3 3 bái fú 

líng 3
ròu guì 

2 2 15-25, 
2x

Běn 
Shì

gān dì 
huáng

shān 
yào 5³⁰ 4 3 3 guì xīn 

3 3 20-30, 
?x

Nèi Kē shú dì 
huáng

gàn 
shān 
yào

shān 
zhū yú 
ròu 4

3 3 bái fú 
líng 3

ròu guì 
1 1 70-80

Jǐng 
Yuè

shú dì 
huáng

shān 
yào 4 3 dān pí 

3
bái fú 
líng 3

ròu guì 
1 1 70-80

Yī 
Guàn

shú dì 
huáng

shān 
yào

shān 
zhū yú 
ròu 4

3 dān pí 
3

bái fú 
líng 3

ròu guì 
1 1 ?

Range 8 4 4-5 2-4 3-4 3-4 1-4 1-3 21-80 
per day

²⁹ The recipe in Zhǒu Hòu Bèi Jí Fāng is about half 
of the size as the batches in other sources. To make 
comparison easier, the number of liǎng for each ingre-
dient are all doubled in this table, but the proportions 
remain the same.

³⁰Pǔ Jì Běn Shì Fāng specifies to include the kernel of 
shān zhū yú, which would explain the higher weight. As 
can be seen in this table, many other books specified 
the flesh (ròu) which would not include the kernel.
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The numbers in this table originally referred to units 
of liǎng. However, the equivalence of liǎng to grams 
is not important as the recipes make large batches. 
One should read the numbers as proportions. 
Whatever measurement is used (qián, liǎng, grams, 
kilograms, etc.), there are eight parts dì huáng to 
4 parts shān yào to 1 part fù zǐ, etc. The differing 
proportions affect the internal balance of the formula 
but not the daily dosage.
The total daily dosage a patient receives is based 
on the number of pills times the frequency taken in 
a day. Since all the recipes call for pills the size of 
wú tóng zǐ (about 0.6-0.9 centimeters in diameter), 
one pill from any recipe contains approximately 
the same weight of herbs as one pill from another 
recipe, although the internal proportions of herbs 
vary from recipe to recipe. While it is not clearly 
stated, the dose of 70-80 pills mentioned in Nèi Kē 
Zhāi Yào and Jǐng Yuè Quán Shū is probably the 
daily dose, which may be broken into two or three 
smaller doses per day.
Jīn Guì Yào Lüè, Nèi Kē Zhāi Yào, Jǐng Yuè Quán 
Shū, and Yī Guàn all have the same proportions 
for the herbs. However, the daily dosage varies 
between them.
Qiān Jīn Fāng and Tàipíng Huì Mín Hé Jì Jú Fāng 
share the same proportions for the herbs. However, 
the daily dose is higher in Qiān Jīn Fāng than in Jú 
Fāng.
The books used different names for some of the 
herbs, but the variant names make no difference in 
some cases (for example, bái fú líng versus fú líng). 
In other cases, the difference is significant (gān dì 
huáng versus shú dì huáng). Shú dì huáng (cooked 
dì huáng) and gān dì huáng (dried dì huáng) are 
processed differently and have different functions, 
so which to use is an important question. Later 
books tend to designate shú dì huáng.
The various names for guì-cinnamon are also an 
issue. There is controversy over the meaning of 
guì zhī in Zhāng Zhòngjǐng’s writings. Some think 
his guì zhī is today’s ròu guì. Within the bark of the 
plant, there are different layers that may be selected, 
and different species of cinnamon exist.
While there are no variant names for fù zǐ, different 
methods of processing are described in the texts 
above, and some recipes do not mention processing 
at all. The processing may lead to minor differences 
in function, but more importantly, some methods 

may be better to detoxify fù zǐ than others. Zhǒu Hòu 
Bèi Jí Fāng stated that when this formula is used for 
a long period of time, it is better to substitute wǔ wèi 
zǐ for fù zǐ. It seems since early times, they knew fù 
zǐ was powerful but could be dangerous.
In this paper, we have traced Bā Wèi Wán through 
the centuries. It began as a formula that primarily 
involved urinary problems with a few symptoms of 
the upper jiāo. Expanded uses began to include 
spleen functions. The original name of the pill 
emphasized kidney qì deficiency, while later the 
focus was on kidney yáng deficiency. Eventually, 
instead of seeing the patient as purely cold and 
deficient, Bā Wèi Wán could be used to guide fire 
back to its source where there were heat symptoms 
above. Variations of this pill were developed, the 
most famous being Liù Wèi Dì Huáng Wán. While 
originally developed for pediatric use, Liù Wèi Dì 
Huáng Wán was commonly used later to treat yīn 
deficiency.
Many practitioners today simply think of Bā Wèi 
Wán for yáng deficiency and Liù Wèi Wán for yīn 
deficiency. One can see that there are more nuanced 
ways to understand these two formulas. 

- Lorraine Wilcox

ABOUT 
THE 
AUTHOR 
Lorraine Wilcox is a licensed acupuncturist 
in Los Angeles. She first began playing with 
Yì Jīng in 1986, the same year she began 
school for Chinese medicine. 
She currently curates the Yi Jing and 
Medicine page on Facebook. Wilcox has 
written two books on moxibustion (published 
by Blue Poppy Press) and has translated 
a number of Míng dynasty medical texts 
(published by The Chinese Medicine 
Database). 
She teaches in three Los Angeles area 
schools of East Asian medicine.
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Appendix

An Incomplete Timeline of Bā Wèi Wán (Eight Ingredient Pill)

Source Name for Bā Wèi Wán Related Formula

張仲景《金匱要略》漢 
Jīn Guì Yào Lüè (Essentials of the Golden 
Cabinet) by Zhāng Zhòngjǐng (3rd century 
CE, Hàn)

八味腎氣丸 Bā Wèi Shèn Qì Wán 
(Eight Ingredient Kidney Qì Pill), 腎
氣丸Shèn Qì Wán (Kidney Qì Pill) 
[later called金匱腎氣丸Jīn Guì Shèn 
Qì Wán (Kidney Qì Pill from Jīn Guì 
Yào Lüè)]

Note: The books below may 
contain other related for-
mulas, but only the ones 
discussed above are listed in 
this column.

葛洪《肘後備急方》東晉 
Zhǒu Hòu Bèi Jí Fāng (Emergency Prescrip-
tions to Keep Up Your Sleeve) by Gé Hóng 
(circa 341, Eastern Jìn)

八味腎氣丸 Bā Wèi Shèn Qì Wán 
(Eight Ingredient Kidney Qì Pill)

孫思邈《備急千金要方》唐 
Bèi Jí Qiān Jīn Yào Fāng (Essential Prescrip-
tions for Emergencies Worth a Thousand 
Pieces of Gold) by Sūn Sīmiǎo (652, Táng)

八味腎氣丸 Bā Wèi Shèn Qì Wán 
(Eight Ingredient Kidney Qì Pill)

孫思邈《千金翼方查卷第十五查補益》唐 Qiān Jīn 
Yì Fāng (Supplement to Formulas Worth a 
Thousand Pieces of Gold) by Sūn Sīmiǎo 
(682, Táng)

八味腎氣丸 Bā Wèi Shèn Qì Wán 
(Eight Ingredient Kidney Qì Pill)

《太平惠民和劑局方》宋 
Tàipíng Huì Mín Hé Jì Jú Fāng (Imperi-
al Grace Formulary of the Tài Píng Era), 
(1078-1110, Sòng)

八味丸 Bā Wèi Wán (Eight Ingredi-
ent Pill)

錢乙《小兒藥證直訣》宋 
Xiǎo'ér Yào Zhèng Zhí Jué (The Key to 
Therapeutics of Children's Diseases) by 
Qián Yǐ (1114, Sòng)

地黃丸 Dì Huáng Wán (Reh-
mannia Pill) [same as六味地
黃丸 Liù Wèi Dì Huáng Wán 
(Six Ingredient Rehmannia 
Pill)]

許叔微《普濟本事方》南宋
Pǔ Jì Běn Shì Fāng (Formulas for Universal 
Relief) by Xǔ Shūwēi (1132, Southern Sòng)

八味腎氣丸 Bā Wèi Shèn Qì Wán 
(Eight Ingredient Kidney Qì Pill)

嚴用和《濟生方》宋 
Jì Shēng Fāng (Formulas to Aid Life) by Yán 
Yònghé (1267, Sòng)

加味腎氣丸 Jiā Wèi Shèn Qì 
Wán (Modified Kidney Qì 
Pill) [also called濟生腎氣丸Jì 
Shēng Shèn Qì Wán (Kidney 
Qì Pill from Jì Shēng Fāng)]

薛己《内科摘要》明 
Nèi Kē Zhāi Yào (Summary of Internal Medi-
cine) by Xuē Jǐ (1548, Míng)

八味丸 Bā Wèi Wán (Eight Ingredi-
ent Pill)

六味丸 Liù Wèi Wán (Six In-
gredient Pill) [also called 地黃
丸 Dì Huáng Wán (Dì Huáng 
Pill) and 腎氣丸 Shèn Qì Wán 
(Kidney Qì Pill)]

張介賓《景岳全書》明
Jǐng Yuè Quán Shū (Complete Writings of 
Zhāng Jǐngyuè) by Zhāng Jièbīn, (1624, 
Míng)

崔氏八味地黃丸 Cuī Shì Bā Wèi Dì 
Huáng Wán (Master Cuī’s Eight 
Ingredient Rehmannia Pill)

趙獻可《醫貫》明
Yī Guàn (Thorough Knowledge of Medicine) 
by Zhào Xiànkě (1617, Míng)

八味丸 Bā Wèi Wán (Eight Ingredient 
Pill)
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Jenna Knight

Why Do I Wake Up 
at the Same Time 
Every Night?

Nothing is worse than not sleeping well and then 
having to function throughout our busy days. 

A common complaint that 
patients mention in their 
treatment is that they wake 
up every night at the same 
time; after waking up they 
may even have trouble 
falling back to sleep.  

In Traditional Chinese Medicine we look at the root 
cause in a holistic manner. Specifically with regards 
to the concept that the life giving energy “Qi” flows 
through the 12 primary meridians over a 24 hour 
period. There is a maximum amount of this energy 
in each meridian for a 2 hour period each day. If a 
patient is waking up at the same time every night, 
it is probable that there is an imbalance with the 
specific organ, which has a peak of energy for that 
time period.  

For example the Liver meridian has a maximum 
amount of energy within its channel from 1-3am, 
if there is an imbalance within the Liver then the 
patient may wake up during this time and have 
trouble sleeping.  Some examples of Liver symptoms 

PUBLIC FORUM     
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present when imbalanced are hypochondrial 
distension, hypochondrial pain, easily angered, 
irritability, nausea, vomiting, poor appetite, frequent 
sighing, the sensation of a lump within the throat, or 
issues with normal menstruation.
Acupuncture and lifestyle changes can help to 
correct these imbalances, which are causing the 
patient to loose sleep and suffer from insomnia.  
Specifically, Acupuncture has been proven to support 
healthy sleeping patterns even if you are a good 
sleeper and will not cause the “hang over” effect that 
over the counter medications are associated with.  
Acupuncture treatments will be used to reduce or 
tonify the specific organ or organ system with an 
imbalance in order to prevent further issues with 
sleeping quality.  

- Jenna Knight

What would you like to see featured? 
Send us an email, or connect with us on 
Facebook and Twitter to let us know! 
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The following is an excerpt from the 
Summer 2015 issue of Medicinal Roots 
Magazine interview with Peg Shafer:

MRM: One of the leading concerns for the 
herbalists is the content and quality of the 
medicinal ingredients. What have you found in 
testing domestically grown herbs compared to 
those grown in China?

Herbs that have been grown 
domestically have been tested 
and found to have as much 
or more constituent values 
according to the materia 
medicas than some of the 

ones imported. We started 
investigating why that is the 
case.

Since everything is tracked 
and farm mapped we found 
that it was the herbs that 
were less cared for with less 
inputs and nutrients, and 
grown more leanly that 
actually produced more 
constituents that practitioners 
were looking for.

A Guide 
for Planting 
Fall and Winter 
Herbs
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Seeds to Sow in Fall and Winter

The table above is a reprint of an article published by Peg Shafer of Chinese Medicinal Herb 
Farm in Petaluma California.
For a complete list please visit the Chinese Medicinal Herb Farm website. Seeds can be 
purchased here: http://chinesemedicinalherbfarm.com/seeds/
Due to international regulations the Chinese Medicinal Herb Farm does not ship seeds to 
Canada.

http://chinesemedicinalherbfarm.com/seeds/


Treating Addictions with 
the Channel Systems 

of Acupuncture 
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